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A full house of sailing enthusiasts came to hear Ian Smith give a concise history of open boats on 

Sydney Harbour with splendid photos and videos to illustrate his talk.  

Ian has studied the history of open boats since early Sydney and sails his own replica of Britannia, 

which he built. He outlined the history of sailing in open boats on Sydney Harbour. The early open 

boats were 22 footers, and there were regattas dating back to 1832, prior to the formation of sailing 

clubs. These early boats had huge amounts of sail area, and gambling was always part of the event. 

There is a good fleet of replica boats sailing on the harbour, these have been built from old designs 

dating from the 1910’s up to the late 1940’s. 

It seems that these early boats were local interpretations of the American ‘Sandbaggers’ which were 

early open boats. Being an aquatic city, water transport was very important in the early 

development of Sydney. Early fishing boats had sails and were of light weight carvel construction. 

There was always a spirit of competition when any boats were heading in the same direction. 

Mark Foy setup the Sydney Flying Squadron in 1891 and the 18 footers became the boat of choice 

there after the 22 footers lost popularity over time. Over the years there has been intense rivalry 

between the SFS and the 18ft league in Double Bay 

However there were other sizes of boats: 16 footer, 14 footer, 10 footer (which had five crew and 

was very hard not to capsize), 8 footer and even a two handed six footer (these were usually built by 

apprentice boatbuilders.) There is a strong contingent of these older, smaller boats which sail in the 

annual Balmain Regatta. 

Ian also briefly touched on one of the many additional sails 18 footers use: the Ringtail, a sail design 

to increase the sail area of the mainsail when running downwind. This sail appears to have its origins 

from square riggers which added “studding sails” or “stuns’ls” when sailing in areas of light breezes 

Further information:   

Books 

Bluewater Bushmen 

Galloping Ghosts 

And Ian Smith’s book – The Open Boat   

Internet 

www.ahssa.org – The Australian Historical Sailing Skiff Association 

www.openboat.com.au – Website for The Open Boat which has more details and stories from Ian’s 

book  

 

http://www.ahssa.org/
http://www.openboat.com.au/

